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in the morning.
It was a fun expedition, though being so close to North
America robbed it of that thrill of being on a distant island and
working the world. That tenuous thread of the radio wave didn't
seem quite so magical when one was so close to two major
continents. Still despite that, I worked 148 countries, and no
doubt made many people happy from the comments on their cards.
THe computer worked faultlessly, and all the records were
transferred to my main machine in seconds. The cards have been
ordered, and I am now wading through the 900 + 'directs'received
so far, ready to produce the labels before the onslaught from the
Buro.
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CLUB NEWS

FROM THFLKaLIQR Yet again the bands have been buzzing, this time with
Maybe in about eighteen months I will have caught up, and will
get that restlessness that will take me on the next expedition.
Thanks to those of you who called, for it's always good to
hear from the 'home team'1
73 es gd dx

the operations from Mellish Reef and Willis Island. The first few days
from Mellish were frantic, to say the least, but eventually many CDXC
members made it on three or four bands. Although they were heard in
the UK on 80, I don't know of any QSOs. Willis was more difficult to
work, not helped by an aurora just before the weekend. Again, though,
they were worked from the UK on 40, 20,. 15 and 10 if you were around
at the right time. Mellish was a new one for me, leaving me with just
one more needed for Honor Roll (would someone from KH9 please step
forward!). Another highlight was working 5U7DX on 40 SSB only to
discover that the operator was none other then CDXC member Hans,
DK9KX. Thanks for a super DXpedition! Yet another recent high spot was
the get-together at Roger, G3KMA's, 0TH of a group composed almost
exclusively of CDXC members to meet Dewitt, W4BAA, who not only chases
islands but lives on one. Thank you Roger (and Jill, of course!) for
the hospitality.
There is growing evidence that we are in for a bumper sunspot peak,
probably the second highest on record, and already there have beer.
extensive 6-metre openings across the Atlantic. And news is that the
present power, mode and antenna limitations on 18 and 24MHz are likely
to be lifted in July, which will give those of you who have "done it
all on the other bands a new challenge.
A full membership list appears elsewhere in this newsletter. Numbers
are increasing so fast I can't keep track of who has joined since last
time! I do know that our latest new members are Pete, G3RZP, who is
also a new recruit to RSGB Council, and John, G3TLG. Welcome to CDXC!
The RSGB's HF Committee is already moving ahead with plans for this
year's HF Convention, set for 30th September/lst October. The venue
will almost certainly be as before, although prices have been creeping
up and any suggestions for possible alternatives for the future would
be welcome.
73 de Don, G3XTT
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From David Whitaker: It was super meeting so many members at Oxford.
The Convention goes from strength to strength for my money! I had a
nice eyeball whilst there with K3ZO and, when I showed him his HS5ABD
QSL card he sent me for an 80m report, he was over the moon. Hi!
I had lots of fun in the CQWW Contest, listening to 10m by day and
160m by night. Oh yes, I did manage to get my eight hours sleep! It
looks as if we may have a better sunspot maximum than last time, the
way things are going.
Just recently I achieved another personal ambition by getting 200
countries confirmed as an SWL on 5 bands. Yes, it did take a bit of
time! My band scores are now 200 countries on both 10 and 15 metres,
250c on 20 metres, 2640 on 40 metres, 248c on 80 metres and 117 on
topband. 341 DXCC countries confirmed there!
40 metres for me has been the star performer this year. With less
broadcast QRM the weaker signals are now getting through. Mike, G3IGW,
and I are having a bit of brotherly competition on 40m. Mike is aiming
for 200 countries in 1988 on all modes, but I shall have to settle for
about 175 on SSB. My latest new countries on this band have been
9M8PV, KHOAC and 5V7WD. Up to 279 countries now on 40 SSB!
Sorry that Ian, G4LJF, keeps having a go at us SWLs re QSLing. What
Ian seems to forget is that cheating also goes on by amateurs
themselves. He should keep those sort of feelings to himself and not
broadcast them. I know of a number of cases where you could say fraud
enters into it. Anyway, I don't want to get involved in any slanging
through the medium of your excellent newsletter or anywhere else, hi!
Off to CT3 tomorrow for a little break. Taking my new baby with me
-Sony ICF 7600D, so no doubt I will do a spot of SWLing down there.
You can't get away from it!
73 de David.

From Steve. GW4BLE: The note in DNXS on acceptance by Don Search of
the 3W expedition tipped the scales for me for Honor Roll with the
acceptance level now at 312 current countries. I seem to have been
plagued with equipment faults over the last month. Some have been
resolved (ie new plate amps meter in SB220), but the 930 has lost
transmit on 14MHz (strange how the fault appeared after the encoder
repair(?)). Fortunately have the Drake T4XC/R4 separates as stand-by.
On the positive side, finally got the digital recorder to
record/playback successfully direct from the phone patch (thanks to
G3OZF for tips) on the 930.
Must say that I'm rather sceptical over the use of contest duping
programmes used real time. After the contest is fine, but surely there
should not be any distraction during the event itself, ie keyboard
inputting, etc. On CW I can see the advantages coupled with auto CQs,
progressive serial numbers, etc, but on phone with the much higher QSO
rates I can forsee major problems. I remain to be convinced at the
next HF Convention! The packet spotting system used in the States
sounds ideal, but I could not justify the expense of setting one up in
this area as the local support would, I feel, be minimal (please
someone convince me otherwise!).
Steve, GW4BLE
Regards to all,

would appear that many operators from this part of the world have
no comprehension of the difficulties of working Dx, nor even
appreciate that even a clean SSB signal is going to cover 3 Kcs
of the band.
The other unfortunate occurrence was again on 40M. I was on
7045 working Europe and the Far East, when this WI station told
me to get out of the American CW band. I told him to get lost!
From that day on for the next week, I was regularly jammed when
on SSB by a strong carrier, that originated according to many
stations in N.A. who were fed up with it too from Wi land!
I worked hard towards my target, having . a breakfast of cereal,
and living off peanut butter on toast, then having one good meal
a day down at the Royal Antiguan Hotel. It was quite a hike down
the hill, and a real killer walking back up it, so I went down
there as little as I had to. The meal was usually preceded by a
long swim at the beach, and I usually found time to practice my
wind surfing as well.

The weekends I was wined and dined by various people
associated with the Hotel, and we had some fun times at Shirley
Heights, which is a hill top location above Nelson's Dockyard,
where you watch the sunset, drink far too much rum, and dance to
the sounds of a reggae band till you have had enough.
Once I had made 5000 4:ISO's, I eased off and enjoyed the beach
and the hotel facilities more. Lynne took me sight seeing around
the Island, and I took quite a lot of video with my camera.
In the end the QSO total ran up to 7131, with 1027 on CW and
1587 on LF. 10M seemed to generate the most interest, and 15M
seemed to generate the least. I guess with 10 open, many stations
are looking higher up, for 15 always seemed very quiet, except
when the JA's knew that I would be looking for them there.
The only problems that I had with the equipment were the loss
of several radials due to the wild goats that roamed daily around
my villa, and twice the LF feeder burnt through the insulation
where it was taped to the Butternut below the feed point. This
happened both times on 160 CW barefoot, which goes to show how
the voltages rise considerably when operating into a mismatch.
Eventually it was time to leave. Lynne had secured a Job as
the Manageress of the new Gucci store that will soon be opening
at the Heritage Quay duty free shopping area in St John's, and
had to go to St Martin for a six week training course, so I was
left to pack every thing up on my own. Surprisingly, those
radials came down very much more quickly than they went up, and I
had everything packed up within a day.

From Roger. G3LOP: A very successful Christmas party was held at Ye
Olde Swan on December 3rd. Again it was a super evening, at which
everyone had a great time, and the ladies who attended received a
small present from CDXC.
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Adrian drove me to the airport, and nine hours later I was
back to an English winter, and hundreds of direct GISL's that had
already arrived! It was good to be home, though I do miss the
relaxed atmosphere of the Caribbean, and not having to dress up

first ASO he had ever had with Antigua!!
The second occasion was in a big 10M pile up from Stateside. I
heard this s mall female voice screaming her lungs out from
Alaska. When I picked her up, I asked her how old she was. She
replied nine, then told me to stand by for her big brother. He
was ten, then I worked Mom and Dad too. Not bad for one family!
There was always a good feed from North America. For a great
many, V2 was a new one on at least the band, if not a country,
and they just loved it on the low bands. I only ever heard one V2
on the air whilst I was there, and that was Jacques W4LLZ/V2.
Although there are half a dozen licensed station there, they are
rarely heard outside of Caribbean nets, and they seldom venture
to LF or CW.
The CW side went better than I expected despite difficulties
with my temperamental Bencher. I found it extremely difficult
going when the pile up became very large and all the signals
merged into a great wall of nothing! I see now why some ops
regularly go ART for five minutes or so, then come back when the
pile up has diminished. I am not sure either that my 430S is the
best tool for the job with fixed AGC. Still I worked 1027
stations on CW, which is not my favorite mode. I just wish I was
able to concentrate for longer periods at receiving, for I find
that my brain gets saturated after 45 minutes or so, especially
when tired, which is what I was most of the time.
The ARP skeds with CDXC members, and non members, went well,
and when ever I heard a ARP call in the pile up, I would offer a
2 way ARP and reduce power to 3 watts for him. It surprised me
how effective low power can be at times.
The Versatuner worked extremely well, and enabled me to move
from SSB to CW without having to climb on the roof and adjust the
Butternut each time,except for 160M. The problem was that with
the HF2V set up for 1832 CW, I was unable to tune it at 1840 on
SSB, as the antenna was that narrow without readjusting the 160M
tuning coil. As a result, I stuck with CW on 160M, although I
could hear North Americans well at times on phone.
By and large, apart from the South Americans, most people were
well behaved in the pile ups. I really can't say that the
Europeans were bad at all. In fact they were really quite good,
with a very few exceptions. The Americans were better to work,
but then signals were stronger between us, which always helps
maintain discipline, and the JA's were as usual impeccable and a
delight to work.
The South Americans though, apart from the regular Dx'ers were
a pain in the rear! Time and time again, especially on 4014, they
would start up an S9 plus QSO or worse a net within 1 kc of the
frequency that I was using to work Europe. Their lack of English
and my total lack of Spanish or Portuguese did not help matters,
and a lot of bad feeling was created between us at times. It

It was good to see Steve Ayling, G4ASL, and his charming xyl attend
for the first time.
Membership has now risen to around the 70 mark, the latest members
G3RZP, in Swindon,
G3TLG, and Peter Chadwick,
beingJohn Robley,
perhaps thus providing the missing link between the West and East
sections of CDXC.
1989 is going to be a busy year for everyone, I'm sure, with the
excellent conditions prevailing, and expeditions coming and going at a
furious rate. I'm going to be particularly busy, with planned visits
from VE6ID, ZL3QN and VE6ANO.
The visit from Fred Barber, ZL3QN, I'm very much looking forward to,
having not met him or his xyl Sue despite having over 1,200 contacts
with him. He's arriving in the first week of June and, while Fred and
Sue are in the UK, they will be celebrating their 43rd wedding
anniversary. Fred is on "Honor Roll" and a keen DXer, and I should say
a "do" at the Swan is most definitely on for.the first part of June!
On a sadder note, I have to inform you that Monica, widow of Roy,
G3JEQ, passed away just before Christmas, less than two years after
Roy's death.
Nesta, widow of Jack, G2DMR, thanks all members of CDXC for help given
during her troubled times.
That's all for now - what about someone going to Bouvet to give me a
new one!
73 de Roger, G3LQP.

Perestroika? Your editor was interested to receive an example of how
our Russian colleagues seem to be adopting the ways of the West. From
RB5IJ came some direct cards for GJ6UW with no return postage but the
following note: "Happy New Year greetings and warmest wishes to you
hoping that the new year brings all the best for you and your family.
As a little new year present I send a little proposal for you. Would
you want to have all Soviet republics or Oblast and Russian prefixes?
SASE me and "R. 100.0" award in your pocket. Sincerely, Alex Ulyanich"
Needless to say, when I checked the GJ6UW logs there was no sign of
the 160 or 10 metre contacts for which he had sent me QSLs.
Of course, there are others who set a shining example through amateur
radio. This from a recent OHOAM QSL card:
"The OH-DX-Ring - OH2AM - was founded August 7, 1964. We like to think
that the kids added a page to the history of DX then or created one of
the Mysteries of Ages. Anyway, it marked an event when Finland ceased
to be just a small, modest country tucked away in the far north of
Europe. Finland decided to stand tall in DX - to assert itself in the
game. Always!
In 1986, having run the track more than once, the DX-Ring decided to
take a new step by doubling its membership and invited another ten,
qualified true-blue DXers to join its ranks. The criteria were the
same as those used more than twenty years earlier. Membership in OH2AM
testifies to distinguished service in the DX vineyards and contests.
It also involves a commitment to further the cause of Finnish Amateur
Radio and to represent Finland with honor overseas.
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Today, we are enjoying the Great Days of DX and Contesting. Advanced
in numerous fields, Finland's contribution to Amateur radio is wellknown and appreciated throughout the world. Attuned to the finer
things, OH2AM has been leading the way, with many firsts in Amateur
Radio bearing an AM label.
You'll be hearing about us time and again. Remember OH2AM - it stands
for DX Magic. We believe in the Mystique of DX; we are Believers.
Presiding over the DX Salons, we sign individually:
OH1JT OH1NYM OH1NX OH2BAD OH2BAZ OH2BBM OH2BBR OH2BC OH2BCV OH2BH
OH2BN OH2BS OH2BVI OH2BW OH2IM OH2JA OH2KH OH2MM OH2NB OH2QV."
For my part, if CDXC were to achieve half of what the OH-DX-Ring has
achieved, I would think it a credit to us all.

curraintsayra_

BRS10663(Frank Parkhurst) BRS25429(David
Whitaker) Geoff Watts DJ9ZB DK9KX F6EXV GOABI GOAEQ GOANP GOBTY GOHSD
G2BJK G3AEZ G3BRD G3COJ G3ESY G3FKM G3GIQ G3HCT G3HTA G3IFB G3JFH
G3KMA G3KOX G3LQP G3MIR G3NKQ G3NOB G3NOF G3OFW G3OLU G3OZF G3RUR
G3RZP G3TLG G3UML G3VKW G3VXZ G3XTT G3YMC G3ZAY G3ZBA G4ADD G4ASL
G4AZN G4CJY G4EDG G4FAM G4GED G4IUF G4JVG G4LJF G4NXG G4OBK G4PEO
G4STH G4SVB G4WXO G4YAQ G4YLO G4YSN G4ZYQ GM3YOR GWOBIC GW3AHN GW3CDP
GW4BKG GW4BLE GW4RBW K3ZO ON5NT.
The possibility has been mooted in the past of CDXC QSL cards which
could be printed cheaply in bulk and overprinted easily and cheaply
with individual details (name, callsign, address, etc). Both G3HTA and
I have access to home printing facilties which could handle the
latter. The question is, would there be enough demand to warrant a
bulk printing? Also, what would be a suitable design?There was a very
positive response when this was discussed at the last Annual Review
Meeting, but unfortunately not too much has happened since. If you
are interested in purchasing CDXC QSLs, or have some bright ideas for
designs, please drop me a line. 73 de G3XTT.

YEMEN Hot news as this goes to press is that 4WOPA who has appeared on
the bands in the last couple of days may well be
the Yemen for 2 years, and will be using an
antennas. He plans to use 14150 (QSX 160-170) and
and the best times to catch him are likely to be
afternoons. QSL to PA3CXC.

genuine. John is in
FT747 plus dipole
14030 (QSX 040-050)
Thursday and Friday

From "The Longpath", DX Bulletin of the North Alabama DX Club, and via
"QRZ DX", the following DX hints and tips may be of value to CDXC
members (1 ):
"What I am about to describe is not new. It is a tried and proven
skill-impaired technique for those who have not ascended to the Higher
Order. This technique is known as the "Spot and Clobber" technique.
Note that this is not in any way related to a popular dance step in
the mountains of East Tennessee.
"When a DX station is operating split frequency, the name of the game
is "spotting". That is, a panic-stricken, 10 second search for the
station who is presently working the DX station. When the DX station
gives a report, we temporarily memorize the call he is responding to
and go hunting for that station's present frequency. When we find it,
we DXers of the Higher Order wait rather impatiently for that station
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car. Within an hour or so, we had the Fritzel assembled and
working.
The Butternut stood in its sand filled tin on the top of the
air conditioning unit in the center of the flat roof. Setting out
the 55 radials was to prove an arduous and painstaking task. Each
of the longer radials had to be tied to the bottom of the antenna
with a strain relieving line secured with a rolling hitch. The
ends of the longer radials were fixed to the roofs of adjoining
villas, lamp posts, trees or whatever could be found, which
involved a lot of lugging of the ladder from my roof, up and down
slopes to the fixture point and back for the next one! All in 30
degrees of heat and blazing sunshine! Lynne steadfastly helped me
with this task, and I doubt whether I would have seen it through
without her help.
The shorter radials were taken over the roof to stakes driven
into the ground, and tensioned again using a rolling hitch. In
the end, the villa was covered in a huge web of wires, making
access a tricky business, especially in the dark! It was a
mammoth job that took two days to complete, and make me wish for
a beach location, where the wires could be simply laid out on the
sand. However, I think the effort was worth it, for I got
terrific results on the LF bands, and the only contact that I
really struggled with was with Jim Smith VK9NS on 80M!
The operation kicked off on 10 meters, where there was an
instant pile up from all sides. I resorted to mostly co-channel
and I
working in the end, as signals were strong all round,
called for Eur followed by S.A. followed by N.A. followed by the
Far East and Pacific, then round again, and it all worked very
well. The Computer log told me exactly how many I had worked
after each 12:60, so it was easy to switch from one area to the
other after a set number of QSO's from each area.
THe Indonesians came romping in on 10M, but Japan had
completely different propagation. I only had an opening to JA on
10 & 15 in my evening time for about 30 minutes at the most, many
evenings not at all on 10M.(The solar flux took quite a dive
whilst I was there which was a pity). However I worked almost 500
JA stations on 10M through 80M, though very few on 80 and most of
the contacts on 40 were on CW. Almost all contacts with JA were
made split frequency due to the size of the pile up and the fact
that signals were not too strong.
Europe of course was easy to work on all bands both modes
except 160M. I only heard Eur twice on 160M, OH1XX and OK3EY
calling, but they did not hear me with my 100W! (At my sunset I
had an S9+20 noise level from some kind of electrical
interference locally, but at around 0100Z, I had no problems and
worked hundreds of Americans on 160 CW.)
I guess the two USO's that I will remember best were firstly
with 9Y4TP. Colin had been licensed for 58 years, and had been
the founder of Ham Radio in Trinidad. Would you believe I was the

TI{E SECILETAILLFS NOTEPAD
When you're over the hill .. you pick up speed!

May I begin by wishing you all a Very Happy New Year, and I
hope lots of new DX! I trust you had a great Christmas, not that
I saw much of it myself, as I was working this year over both
Christmas and the New Year! Such are the penalties for being in a
365 day year business?
I spent Christmas with a week in Beijing, where I was
surprised on many counts. The city is in two halves, the old with
its wonderful temples and palaces, and the new which is a miracle
of high rise development and very wide roads and highways.
There are not too many private cars, the vehicles mostly being
lorries and taxis, and the bicycle is still the main form of
transport, even for dragging large quantities of goods around!
There is also a modern underground system, which is incredibly
cheap, to us anyway, for a very good wage in China is 615 per
month, whilst the official poverty level is an income of less
than 630 per year!
Since I last wrote, I have made my Dx'pedition to V2, which
went much better than expected, with over 7000 GISO's being made,
and a sun tan acquired to boot, and I am now snowed under with
direct QSL's, many more than from S7. The cards should be ready
from the printers at the end of January, and as long as I can get
to Hong Kong to pick them up, all QSL's received so far should be
on their way shortly after, as the labels have already been
printed.
I hope that you find the article on the trip of interest. I
hope so as I had to type it twice due to a fatal error in a
moment of tiredness when I wiped it off the computer by mistake
then wrote over that part of the disk with something else!
There has been little Club correspondence of late, the only
letter being from John Allaway, assuring us that if we became
affiliated to RSGB, then there should be no problem with not
including the words "Amateur Radio - in our name. RSGB suggested
in their guidelines that these words should be included, but this
apparently to dissuade our brethren on 27 Megs not to apply!
As you may remember, we decided to make a final decision
whether to become affiliated or not at the next ARM, when we
would also decide whether to retain the name CDXC or not. If you
wish to air your views on this, then I would suggest that you get
into print soon, as there will only be perhaps two more News
Letters before the ARM.

Bird, and following a meeting with the Directors of the Hotel,
and invitation was made for me to come and operate from the
Hotel.
I pointed out in my letter that the Hotel being in a bay with
300 foot plus hills behind it might cause some problems, and
asked if I could use one of the U.S.$320,000 luxury villas that
had been built as part of the development, which are situated on
the ridge above the Hotel. After consultation with the Deep Bay
Development Corporation who are trying to sell the villas, the
answer was yes, and I was now all set for a good Dx'pedition. So
I set about getting things together, for I had some leave coming
up in November.
I had to decide who would want to work V2? Looking at my
computer log, I noticed that I had only worked 1 V2 in the last
two and a half years! There was no doubt that many people would
be needing it, especially now that 10 was open again, and also on
the LF bands and CW.
As I was going to operate from a villa instead of the usual
beach, I was going to have to roof mount the antennas, so I
decided to increase the number of radials on my Butternut HF2V
from 27 to 55. I would take the Fritzel GP 30 vertical for 10-20,
and also the TS 430S and the Amp Supply LA-1000 amplifier that
would give me 400 watts out on the LF bands.
I remembered that the Butternut was not easy to match on 160M
when I was in S7, and with 55 radials, it was likely that the
feed impedance would be altered even further away from the
desired 50 ohms, so I went to Ammcom and bought a Versatuner ATU.
This is of the T match design, probably the best design there
is for the job, and although the model I bought was only rated at
300 watts, I felt that I would get away with putting 400 through
it on a short duty cycle, providing that the mismatch was not too
great. The unit is really compact, and would be easy to carry.
The target would be to make 5000 61SO's. I remember very well
after making a similar number from S7, the horrendous task of
typing all the QSO records into my computer so that I could
produce the labels for the cards. I swore that I would never do
that again, and that in future I would log directly into a lap
top computer.
This I already had, but a week or so before leaving for V2, a
screw worked loose, and the computer blew up! Unfortunately, the
service agents in the UK were unable to repair it in time, but
luckily I had a trip to New York before I left, and after several
long distance telephone calls, and having to pay $100 rush air
freight up to New York, I was able to pick up one of the new
Zenith Supersport Lap Tops with one of the best screens in the
business, and a built in 20Mb hard disk...ideal for the job in

hand even if expensive!.
As I write this, we are about to hear the Willis Island

So November 15th, I set off on the worlds favorite airline,
albeit a little late due to the dense fog at Heathrow that
morning. First Class had some vacant seats that morning, so I did
have the space to get down to writing a computer program that
handle the logging for me. All I had to do was to tell the
computer what band and mode I was operating at the start of the
run, then type in each call as I worked them. The computer put in
the time and date automatically, the reports were assumed as 59
or 599, but there was a chance to edit these without breaking out
of the program. I was hoping to add a dupe check as well, but I
did not have enough time to include that before we arrived.
Our approach to Bird Airport was a circling one and took us
right over Deep Bay. I looked down upon the villas where I was to
operate from, and it looked a magnificent sight.
After some hassle with the Customs Officer over my equipment,
I finally struggled out of the Terminal, and found much to my
relief, Lynne waiting for me with her car. We drove straight to
the Villas, where we found a very agitated maid. She had been up
there to clean the place prior to my arrival, and the wind had
blown the front door shut locking her out, with the only key
inside!
So I started my visit to Antigua by playing burglar! I found a
piece of wire in the grass, and managed to prize out one of the
panes of glass in a louvered window, and shortly after that, we
had enough panes out for the maid to climb back in again!
The villa was very nice, but I felt it was a little too near
to a hillock to the west of me, so much to Lynne's dismay, I
asked if I could move to another one a little further to the
East. I could see that Lynne was a little upset by this as she
had gone to great lengths to get the place ready for me, but I
guess she did not understand the finer parts of Ham Radio
So I moved into an unfinished villa, still full of builders
rubble and dust, no hot water or gas, but with electricity and a
good take off in all directions! (After a week I managed to get
the immersion heater working, which was a great relief!).
Next morning Lynne and I went into the capitol, St Johns, to
get my Licence from the Ministry Of Works. Micky Mathew V21AR was
not there as he was off the Island that week, but his secretary
had the matter efficiently in hand, despite the fact that I had
never received any reply to my letters to him. (The SAE was still
attached to my letter to him!).
I had requested V21LJ, but as Mickey was not there, I had to
accept G4LJF/V2A. (After my return to England, they did in fact
Issue V29AB1). Things move slowly in the Caribbean!
We then returned to the villa to set up the antennas. We found
two large paint tins, took them down to the beach, filled them
with sand, then took them back up the hill in the back of Lynne's

to complete his QSO, then when the DX stations says "QRZ?" we hop in
and nail him first call.
"The "Spot and Clobber" technique uses the above technique with one
slight modification; don't wait for the station to complete his QSO.
Just go ahead and shout your call on top of the other guy. Who cares
if he gets through or not? Nobody owns the frequency! You have as much
right to transmit there as anywhere! So, make sure your beam is at the
correct heading; make sure your amplifier is tuned for maximum output;
and blast away when you spot the correct frequency.
"I must inform you that the "Spot and Clobber" technique has not
the DX
proven very effective in use. In fact, more often than not,
station will ask the other station for a repeat because of all the
QRM. But don't worry, that QRM is probably from a local broadcast
station. So, when he asks for a repeat, throw your call in again a
couple of times! If he doesn't come back to you right now, you'll
probably be next! Just "Spot and Clobber" that other guy, and wait for
the DX to roll in!
"Many DXers of the Higher Order do not appreciate fully the "Spot and
Clobber" technique. They feel that one should wait and be courteous
before calling. They prefer the "tailending" technique to the "Spot
and Clobber". These DXers usually prefer CW to SSB. They don' t even
Some
use illegal power or operate out of their license class bands.
even refuse to sign "portable 3" or "portable 67' just to work that
elusive one. Surely someday they will understand. DXing is, after all,
the Highest Calling."
(Tnx G4DYO)
VP2MJ
PJ9JT
VP8BRT
3W by UL7's
Cayo Rosales (CO)?
LG5LG by G3LNC
JX1UG on 160m
XX9CT by VS6CT
NH QSO Pty
Pacific by DLs
AS-38 (Ayon Is)
DJ9ZM/6W
YL/OM SSB Contest
VS6 by DL2GAC
V31JZ by NN7A
3D2 by HB9CUY etc
CQWW 160 SSB Test
French SSB Ctst
ZK1 by HB9CUY etc
P29 by DL2GAC
ARRL SSB Contest
C9MKT ?
FO by HB9CUY etc
CQ WPX SSB Ctst
zssma for 14 months
YL Activity Day
Helvetia Ctst
VP8BUB S. Georgia
XF4T Rev. Gigedo
F89 Prefix

THF DXNS CALENDAR
till April
till April
till June
till Feb 22
Feb
Feb 1-22
Feb 3-5
Feb 3-6
Feb 4-6
Feb 5-Mar 15
Feb 6-7
Feb 7-28
Feb 11-13
mid-Feb
Feb 17-25
Feb 19-28
Feb 24-26
Feb 25-26
Feb 28-Mar 13
Feb-Mar
Mar 4-5
Mar 10-12
Mar 17-22
Mar 25-26
Apr
Apr 6
Apr 29-30
Apr-Oct
May ??
May 5

JX1UG
till April
EDOBAE
till Apr. 10
UBA SWL Contest
till Dec.31
9V by DL2GAC
Jan/Feb
UJ-R by UA9M.A?
Feb 1-7?
ZK1S by SM7PKK
Feb 2-20
YW5LR, Los Roques
Feb 3-6
Vermont QSO Pty
Feb 4-5
VP5 by W's
Feb 4-11
YL Activity Day
Feb 6
OY/W7AWA
Feb 6-11
PACC Contest
Feb 11-12
VP9 by W's
Feb 11-20
C9MKT
Feb 17-19
ARRL CW Contest
Feb 18-19
Feb 22-Mar 1 JW by LA's
UBA SSB Contest
Feb 25
YL/OM CW Contest
Feb 25-27
Feb 28-Mar 30 Laccadives
KH4 by KD7P?
Mar
YL Activity Day
Mar 6
JI6KVR/6 (IOTA)
Mar 11-12
Bermuda Contest
Mar 18-19
5W1GP Pacific trip
Apr
EU-94 by F group
Apr 1-2
C9MKT ?
Apr 7-9
UI-U & UI-Z
Apr/May
YJ8 Banks/Torres Is
May ??
AGCW QRP CW Ctst
May 1
YL Activity Day
May 6
Page 5

On Expedition To fintique

By
Ion 6414F/U211

I suppose that every Dx'peditioner gets a yearning to go
back I sometimes wonder why, for a productive Dx'pedition
with a single op is far from a holiday. Continual sleepless
nights, the noise, the bad behavior on the bands, usually results
in sheer exhaustion. But never the less, following the aftermath
of CISL'ing, there is always that 'pull' that leads you back to
being DX again.
Eighteen months after my op as S79LJ, I was beginning to
become restless again. I had had moderately high hopes of
obtaining permission to visit Agalega Island 3B6, after being
involved in a meeting at Government House in Mauritius. However
it was not to be for the time being.
Last June,I was at a cocktail party in Antigua at the new
Royal Antiguan Hotel, which is Government owned. The Hotel had
been built by a workforce of Italians, and all the materials had
been imported by ship, including a generous allocation of very
fine marble. The end result is a magnificent Hotel situated in
Deep Bay on the North West corner of the island.
However this project had been a very expensive development,
and had in fact doubled Antigua's national debt, bringing much
criticism from anti Government factions. Furthermore, the Hotel's
occupancy was much lower than expected, for tourists seem to be
lured away from Antigua to Barbados, where there is a more
tourist orientated approach to visitors.
Personally, I think that Antigua is a far nicer Island. I
prefer to get away to unspoiled beaches like you see in the
advertisements, and an Island that is not bombarded with noisy
disco's and larger louts! There is something very magical about a
warm dark night on a quiet Caribbean Island, and Antigua fits
this bill very nicely.
So there I was chatting to the Hotel Manager together with
Adrian Bulpin, the Hotel Engineer and his lovely wife Lynne, when
the idea crossed my mind that an Amateur Radio expedition could
help the Hotel by promoting it's existence through OSL cards.
We discussed the idea amongst us, and as soon as I returned
home, I put my ideas into writing and enclosed some of my S79LJ
cards, which had been designed to promote Bird Island in the
Seychelles.
Lynne took my idea to the Deputy Prime Minister Mr Lester

expedition, which I know will be a 'New One' for many of our
newer members. I had been hoping to clean up on all bands with
Mellish, but a combination of their generator problems and my
being away only gave me a couple of CW slots...40 & 20. Lets hope
that Willis will be easier for everyone. Fortunately for me, my
passport needs renewing, so I am confined to Hutts Farm for the
next week or sof
So let me conclude by wishing all that need Willis lots of
luck. With rumors of Spratley possibly being activated too soon,
it certainly has been an exciting Dx start to cycle 22!
73 de

jan G4LJF
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(last updated Jan.69)
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Countries

Call
DJ9ZB
DK9KX
b2BJK
G3COJ
G3FKM
G3GIO
63HTA
G3IFB
G3KMA
G3LQP
G3MIR
G3NOF
63OLU
G3OZF
G3RUR
G3VKW
G3VXZ

•

G3)(1- 163YMC
G3ZAY
G4ADD
G4EDG
G4GED
G4IUF
G4LJF
G4NXG
G4STH
G4SVB
G4YAQ
G4YLO
GOABI
GOAEO
bOANP
GOHSD

Franz
Hans
Graham
Brian
John
Henry
John
Frank
Roger
Roger
Dave
Don
John
Don
Tony
Keith
Mike
Don
Dave
Martin
Bill
Steve
Dave
Mike
Ian

Alan
Tim
Tony
Brian
Hazel
Peter
Ray
Dave
Andrew

Drew
GM3YOR
GW3AHN
Tom
6W3CDP
Denzil
GW46KG
Steve
GW4BLE
Steve
GWOBIC
Alan
NRS25429 David
Geoff Watts
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1. There are 321 Countries on the ARRL List
Honor roll starts at 312 countries confirmed
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